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most general and open way. Thus, they can be used by any
vendor on any kind of platform and in any kind of
application [4]. User management facilities like
registration, authentication and authorization are obvious
parts of all applications. Other services like security, load
balancing or usage tracking are also needed in
contemporary applications. Reusability is the major
feature of the service-oriented architecture (SOA) [3].
Often used application parts are implemented in
components and offered as services to application
developers. Moreover, components can also be bridges,
used to integrate different applications and systems. While
using SOA, developers include components into
applications and program the ties between included
components.
In order to facilitate service development and
application integration, we develop the distributed,
modular and scalable system that offers different services
implemented as software plug-ins (SOA components).
Our MidArc system mediates between developers, users,
services, and applications by offering design-time support
for development and run-time support for execution of its
plug-ins and applications. Since mediation is its primary
characteristic, we have named our system the Mediator of
Public Information System [5].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the related work. Section 3 describes the
architecture of the MidArc mediator seen from three
distinct aspects: system, technology and application. In
Section 4 we illustrate the development and integration of
distance learning application by using the MidArc
mediator.

Abstract — Software development industry is facing two
important issues: enabling rapid service development and
integration of existing applications. Current approaches
result in custom solutions that are not generally applicable.
Therefore, we propose a service development and application
integration system acting as a mediator between developers,
users, services, and applications.
In this paper, we present the prototype of the public
information system mediator MidArc1. We describe the
mediator's system architecture, the technology it is built
upon, and the process of integration of distributed
applications. The mediator prototype was created and used
to develop the formal automata simulator as a public service,
to integrate the automata simulator service into the distance
learning application, and to run the distance learning
system.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The driving force of contemporary information and
telecommunication technology (ICT) industry are
applications. They can be either mainstream products and
services or software systems designed for specific
customer [1]. Software companies are eager to minimize
development expenses, making it necessary to materialize
new ideas into applications fast and to integrate proven
existing solutions and make them act as unified system.
The simplest approach to the integration problem is
development of custom integration solutions. Integration
of various data organizations and protocols [2] is easier by
developing custom wrappers and services, than by
creating reusable integration components that can be used
in general. However, although the initial cost is lower,
maintenance and upgrades of the custom solutions can be
very expensive [3].
On the other hand, creating the reusable integration
components requires identification of often-used
application parts or services, and their implementation in

II. RELATED WORK
Various software products are developed in order to
create a system of reusable components for application
development [6]. Since one type of system often builds
upon other type in order to achieve certain properties, the
layered products are often called middleware systems. The
classification of the middleware systems is presented in
Fig. 1.
The GRID technology [7] enables rapid development of
infrastructural middleware systems. They provide uniform
software layer residing on various hardware and operating
system platforms for harvesting hardware resources of
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distributed system. Database middleware systems are the
most common type of middleware systems. They are
comprised of drivers, wrappers and transaction monitors
that facilitate access to and operations over different types
of database systems. Communication middleware systems
assure platform independent communication enabling one
application to be run on different platforms
simultaneously. Web Services [8] are the latest
communication standard that represents the essence of
communication middleware systems.
The most sophisticated middleware systems are those
that deal with distributed application integration. Due to
their nature of integration, application middleware
systems incorporate most of other previously described
middleware system types. There are not many middleware
systems operating at this level, most of them exist only in
laboratory environment. However, application middleware
systems have started to mature in the recent years due to
high demands from the ICT industry.
The concept of application middleware system was
introduced in the AT&T's IP Platform GeoPlex project.
AT&T's GeoPlex project described the idea of hybrid
services spanning across different networks [9]. In
addition, it created the notion of transferring common
parts of applications' logic from the network periphery to
the network itself [4]. The network offers these common
parts for use by applications. User management functions
have been identified as common application parts, as well
as a number of system management functions, like
security, load balancing and data caching. Exposing these
functions through public APIs assures faster application
development. Integration aspect of application
middleware consists of the ability to translate between
different protocols and of a records database that can be
used as a statewide records database. AT&T targeted the
IP Platform toward ISPs as an intermediate between
ASPs, businesses and customers.
Active Networks [10] operate on IP network level,
deploying the features that are related to IP packets
routing and filtering, QoS signaling, Web caching, reliable
multicast mechanisms, etc. Applications utilize deployed
features to obtain required support in terms of network
and network management resources. For example, the
main actors of the FAIN model (Future Active IP
Networks, EU R&D IST project) [11] are the active
network service provider (ANSP), the service provider
(SP), and the consumer (C). The ANSP offers basic
network resources for the deployment and operation of the
network active components. The SP obtains network
resources from the ANSP and creates services comprising
active components. It then deploys these components in
the network, and offers the resulting service to Cs. The C
is the end user of the active services offered by an SP.
Besides FAIN, several active network implementations
have been released: ANTS [12], SANE [13], BOWMAN,
and CANES [14].
Microsoft's Hailstorm project, later named ".NET My
Services" [15], is a platform that is an equivalent of a
statewide records database with three basic user
management functions: registration, authentication and
authorization. These user management functions can be
included into application as already developed
components, thus facilitate application development
process. However, the emphasis of Microsoft's project is
user centric database and its interaction with users. The
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Figure 1. Middleware systems classification

database is optimized for specific user-related functions
like management of user's calendar, tracking user's
location, etc. Authorized applications can access these
functions through SOA like services. Interaction is bidirectional, meaning that the database sends information
and requests additional information or authorizations from
users. Communication technology based on Web Services
and environment based on .Net Framework hide
implementation details and provide operating system
independence.
The application middleware systems are commonly
used as enterprise application/business integration
products [16, 17]. Utilizing SOA, redesigning integration
platforms as a collection of integration services and
components, and including common services for rapid
application development, presents new and more general
approach to application middleware systems with
emphasis on customization, extendibility and reusability.
III. MIDARC ARCHITECTURE
The MidArc mediator is an application level
middleware system that mediates between clients and
servers in a distributed, Internet-based public information
system. The public information system based on the
mediator is presented in Fig. 2. The role of the mediator,
service, and client in public information system is similar
to the role of the active network service provider (ANSP),
the service provider (S), and consumer (C) in FAIN model
[11], respectively. However, instead of dealing with
network and network management functions that provide
network independence and QoS in FAIN model, we focus
on high-level application functions that support concepts
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Figure 2. The MidArc mediator in public information system
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closely related to the business processes, enterprise
models, entertainment models, etc. In order to achieve this
goal, the mediator supports service-oriented functions, like
service description, discovery, delivery, and composition
[18].
The MidArc mediator consists of Core and Wrapper.
Core is physically isolated and secured part of the
mediator, which provides infrastructure and execution
environment for Wrapper. It also contains common
services, which are used by clients and servers through
Wrapper. Wrapper establishes presence of the mediator on
clients and servers. Through its plug-ins, Wrapper
provides various services and facilities that can be used by
clients and servers.

layer of the mediator system architecture. Its purpose is to
provide dependable and scalable execution and hosting
environment for the higher mediator layers. In order to
meet these requirements, computing infrastructure layer is
built using the infrastructural middleware. It contains
services and facilities necessary for transparent
deployment and execution of the mediator's components.
One of the major benefits of using the infrastructural
middleware is hardware and operating system
independence.
Distributed
data
infrastructure
extends
the
functionality provided by the computing infrastructure
with the goal of creating physically distributed, but
logically centralized data storage. It provides distributed
data and transaction management that are developed by
using the database middleware solutions. This layer stores
user and service profiles, usage tracking and security
related data.
Resource management provided by the computing
infrastructure and data management provided by the
distributed data infrastructure, make the foundation for the
common services. Common services consist of
functionalities necessary to develop distributed
application, i.e. security, user and service management,
auditing and usage tracking, etc. Since the developers of
applications and services do not have to develop their own
versions of these functionalities, they can speed-up service
and application development by using the MidArc
mediator.
The Wrapper of the mediator provides extended
services and facilities, like application integration,
interoperability and development. It is built upon mediator
Core and consists of Wrapper services, service specific
logic, and client specific logic.
The Wrapper services contain the logic for application
integration and interoperability. Since the Wrapper
services must meet various requirements including direct
resource management and runtime efficiency, layer
bridging is introduced into the mediator architecture.
Layer bridging provides direct access to all core layers, so
the Wrapper services can "bridge" one or more core
layers. The layer bridging is primarily used to extend or
improve the functionality of the common services. For

A. System architecture
Since the MidArc mediator is an application level
middleware system, it has to provide a wide range of
services and facilities, which enable rapid distributed
application development as well as maintenance during
both design-time and run-time. In order to provide these
services and facilities, the MidArc mediator builds upon
and extends the other three classes of middleware systems.
Fig. 3 presents the layered architecture of the MidArc
mediator. The vertical segment in the left portion of the
Fig. 3 shows how four middleware system classes are
organized and stacked in order to build the MidArc
mediator. The vertical segment in the right portion of the
Fig. 3 states the functions that are implemented at each
level of the layered mediator architecture. The presented
layered approach improves the flexibility and portability
of the mediator. The bottom layer provides core
functionality, and each successive layer is built on top of
the lower layer, providing new services to the upper
layers. The application level services are located at the top
of the layered architecture.
Since the Core and the Wrapper constitute two distinct
parts of the MidArc mediator, the architecture is further
divided into two relating portions, as marked by the
dashed lines.
The Core of the mediator consists of the computing
infrastructure, distributed data infrastructure and common
services. Computing infrastructure constitutes the bottom
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example, new designed service can inherit common
security service and upgrade it according to the specific
application requirements. Since Wrapper services should
meet requirements set by a large number of different
distributed applications, there is a large number of
requirements, some of which can be contradictory.
Therefore, it is impossible to predict, develop and deploy
a fixed set of out-of-the-box Wrapper services. Instead of
providing a huge number of pre-built Wrapper services,
mediator Wrapper provides a mechanism to develop and
deploy custom Wrapper services as plug-in components.
The service specific logic and the client specific logic of
the Wrapper provide the functions needed for the clientserver communication. When building client-server
applications,
developers
use
the
development
environment, which consists of development tools and
communication functions necessary to access Wrapper
services. The mediator wrapper is distributed on the client
and server hosts in the form of the user and service agents.

classes
and
supports
their
interconnection,
synchronization and collaboration.
In addition, the implementation technologies are used to
build the mediator data management facilities. Data
management facilities consist of two types of databases
used to store mediator data: a relational database and a
directory. The relational database is based on SQL and
accessed through the ODBC protocol. The data in the
directory is accessed through the LDAP protocol.
The access technologies are used to expose mediator’s
common services and facilities to clients and servers.
Clients and servers access all services and facilities of the
MidArc mediator through remote procedure call (RPC)
mechanism based on the Web Services RPC standard.
Fig. 6 presents the Web Services protocol stack used in
the mediator. UDDI standard is located at the top of the
Web Services protocol stack. UDDI is a registry service
that stores the list of all methods exposed by the mediator
as well as their descriptions. Since mediator can be
expanded with new services and facilities, clients and
servers use UDDI to discover the related access methods
exposed by mediator.
All exposed methods are formally described using the
WSDL language. Clients and servers use WSDL to gain
the information on how to invoke the exposed methods.
The remote methods of the MidArc mediator can then be
invoked using the SOAP protocol. The SOAP protocol is
a text-based protocol, which uses clear text and the XML
to encode all parameters and other information of a remote
procedure call into a single message. The MidArc
mediator uses the SOAP over HTTP standard to transport
the messages over the Internet.
Since both SOAP and HTTP messages are in clear text,
a security mechanism is necessary to secure the
information transmitted by SOAP. In addition to clear-text
communication, the MidArc mediator offers the choice of
custom developed MWSECURE protocol or the standard
SSL protocol. These protocols provide message privacy,

B. Technology
The MidArc mediator is implemented using three sets
of technology classes: implementation, interconnection,
and access technologies. Fig. 4 presents the relations
between technologies, mediator, clients and servers. While
the implementation technologies are used to implement
and operate the mediator Core, the access technologies
and the interconnection technologies are used in the
mediator Wrapper.
The implementation technologies are used in mediator
Core in order to create the mediator’s computing
infrastructure. These technologies provide a hosting
environment for all services and facilities of the mediator.
Fig. 5 presents the technologies used in the
implementation of the MidArc mediator. Microsoft .NET
is used as the hosting environment of the mediator. All
services and facilities are implemented as .NET classes.
.NET hosting environment manages execution of .NET
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confidentiality, sender authentication, and nonrepudiation.
Finally, both clear-text messages and secure, encrypted
messages are sent over the network using the TCP/IP
protocol stack.
Interconnection technologies consist of various
protocols used to connect clients and servers. The MidArc
mediator provides the basic set of interconnection
protocols, but this set can be extended through the
Wrapper plug-in mechanism. The mediator includes a set
of pre-built plug-ins that implement commonly used
protocols. The supported protocols are HTTP, secure
HTTP using either MWSECURE or SSL, SOAP over
secure HTTP, and IRC. Individual protocols are bound
together in order to form a protocol stack. A protocol
stack is used to support complex and layered
communication procedures used by clients and servers.
For instance, when mediator connects Web server and a
Web browser, the protocol stack consists of two protocols,
TCP/IP and HTTP. Protocol stacks are the foundation of
the MidArc mediator interconnection technologies, as
presented in Fig. 7. New protocol stacks as well as
individual protocol plug-ins are built using the mediator
development facilities.

C. Distributed Application Architecture
Applications integrated by the MidArc mediator are
structured into three layers in order to be distributed to
multiple hosts: presentation layer, processing layer, and
database layer [19]. These layers present the information
to the users, implement the logic of the application, and
perform database operations. Since often used application
functionalities are isolated, modularized, and put into the
MidArc mediator as common services, the processing and
data management layers are additionally split into the four
layers: common processing layer, application specific
processing layer, common database layer, and application
specific database layer.
Depending on (1) architecture of the computer
infrastructure of the mediator Core, (2) complexity of the
application, and (3) layer distribution through multiple
hosts, the architecture of the integrated applications could
be two-tier, three-tier, or multi-tier [7, 19]. Typical
application architectures are presented in Fig. 8.
If an application only uses common services of the
mediator, it has either two-tier or three-tier architecture,
which depends on distribution of common processing
layer and common database layer on the mediator hosts.
Typical Client-Mediator applications perform client
registration, billing statement checking, while ServerMediator applications perform service registration, usage
data analysis, etc.
Client-Mediator-Server applications use both common
and application specific services. For example, common
services could include client authentication and
authorization, while application specific services could be
operations of an e-banking system. These complex
distributed applications have multi-tier architecture as
presented in Fig. 8.
Involving more clients and services in a single
application increases the architecture complexity. The
MidArc mediator enables developers to integrate common
services and application specific services at application
design-time. However, we are exploring a possibility to
request services on demand at application run-time, an
approach described as demand-led application architecture
[18].

Client–Mediator Application
(Two-tier or three-tier architecture)
Common
processing layer
Presentation layer
Common database layer

Client

Mediator

Server–Mediator Application
(Two-tier or three-tier architecture)
Common
processing layer
Presentation layer
Common database layer

Mediator

IV. MIDARC IN PRACTICE
The applicability and usefulness of mediator system is
continually being tested in practice. The SoftLab distance
learning system [20], which is an integral part of computer
science curriculum at School of Electrical Engineering
and Computing, University of Zagreb, is developed and
run on the MidArc mediator. The SoftLab distance
learning system and the MidArc mediator is being used by
more than 200 students and 10 system supervisors each
semester in Automata Theory and Compiler Design
courses.
Based on three years worth of testing, we make the
following conclusions. The development of the SoftLab
distance learning service from standalone application
Automata Simulator [20] was very short. The integration
of the SoftLab distance learning application proves the
benefits of using the MidArc mediator. All network
related services and user management services of the
Automata Simulator application are implemented as the
common services components of the MidArc mediator.
Furthermore, the performance measurement [21, 22]

Server

Client–Mediator–Server Application
(Multi-tier architecture)
Common
processing layer

Application specific
processing layer

Common database layer

Application specific
database layer

Mediator

Server

Presentation layer

Client

Figure 8. Typical architectures of applications integrated by the
MidArc mediator
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shows that low computer resources (a couple of Pentium
III PCs connected with Ethernet) are sufficient to
efficiently run the MidArc mediator and the SoftLab
distance learning system. Measurements show that
processor workload on the mediator computers never
exceeded 10 percent, although testing involved more than
200 students. This indicates that with similar equipment
larger groups of students can be efficiently served.

[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

V. CONCLUSION
The concept of the application level middleware can be
traced all the way back to the 1995 and AT&T Labs’
project named GeoPlex. At that time, GeoPlex project has
been literally ahead of time falling short of appropriate
software technologies and lacking the terminology for its
products. However, since then, the necessary software
technologies have matured enough to support the
development of an efficient application level middleware
system.
In this paper, we have shown that, with selection of
proper software technologies and by assembling them into
the appropriate system architecture, it is possible to build
efficient distributed application development and run-time
support system. We have described the public information
system mediator MidArc, the prototype of the application
level middleware system. It is our solution to the problem
of service development, application integration, and runtime support for distributed system execution. It is being
developed by the School of Electrical Engineering and
Computing, University of Zagreb, and Ericsson Nikola
Tesla d.d., Zagreb, Croatia. We have described the
architecture of the MidArc mediator through its system
components, building technologies, and distributed
application integration process. When compared to similar
integrated middleware solutions, MidArc system offers
openess for development of custom plug-in components
and completely modular composition that assures simple
system extendability.
MidArc mediator is used to run and develop the
SoftLab distance learning system. Our experiences show
facilitation of service development, application
integration, and execution of the distance learning system.
Currently, we are incorporating service-on-demand
feature to the MidArc mediator.
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